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I. INTRODUCTION

This article will discuss the rising problem of sovereign citizens and some accompanying laws that were introduced in an attempt to counter their problematic ways. First, the article will present the lone ideological belief of sovereign citizens and how this belief effects their decisions to act out in particular ways. Second, the article will discuss the primary ways in which sovereign citizens assert their beliefs upon the public and the government.

The article will then transition and analyze two newly introduced laws: one from California and one from New Jersey. California Assembly Bill No. 1267 was passed in August of 2015, while New Jersey Assembly Bill No. 2481 was passed in May of 2015. Though both laws were introduced in 2015, they take a varied approach of attacking the problem of sovereign citizens. This article will discuss their differences in full.

Finally, the article will argue reasons why the California law is better equipped to counter and protect from the sovereign citizen movement. While the New Jersey law offers a variety of remedies, overall it should be expanded.

II. LEGAL BACKGROUND

A. The Sovereign Citizen Belief System

When first encountering the term “sovereign citizen,” it is not always apparent to whom that term actually refers. In short, a sovereign citizen believes he or she is above all law.1 Sovereigns—also referred to as “freemen of the land” or “organic citizens”—share the common belief that an illegitimate, usurper federal government has taken over.2 As such, sovereign citizens believe
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they do not have to pay taxes, pull over for police, or obey any law that they do not particularly agree with. Their ideology relates to any law, at any level of government.

Sovereign citizens are commonly referred to as a cult. This is because they are convinced to a religious certainty that their beliefs are correct. Sovereign citizens umbrella a variety of loosely organized groups or individuals, but they all share one basic ideological principle: that they are beyond the jurisdiction of the law. So where exactly do these beliefs come from?

Sovereign citizens believe the United States government has been overthrown or replaced. This transition is believed to have occurred in one of two time periods: during the Civil War, or in 1933, when the gold standard for currency was abandoned. “Since 1933, the United States dollar has not been backed by gold, but by the ‘full faith and credit’ of the United States government.”

Sovereign citizens believe the United States government pledged its citizenry as collateral by selling its citizens’ future earning capabilities to foreign investors, effectively enslaving all Americans.

Sovereign citizens believe these sales happen at birth. They claim that the government sets up treasury accounts in the name of each baby born in the United States, permitting the government
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to borrow against each person’s future labor. These accounts are said to hold funds ranging from six hundred thousand to twenty million dollars. The cornerstone of this belief is that a “straw man” is created for the corporate shell identity of each baby upon birth, and this is evidenced by the fact that birth certificates spell out the baby’s name in all capital letters. Sovereign citizens believe names written in regular font symbolize the baby’s “real flesh and blood.” Sovereign citizens believe that if one can separate himself from his “straw man” then he can use the money placed in his account, and put himself outside of the reach of the law. This “redemption,” as it is known in the sovereign citizen community, is said to be accomplished by filling out documents full of legal jargon, usually based on lessons that sovereign citizens purchase online.

B. Sovereign Citizen Courtroom Behavior

Sovereign citizens claim they are only subject to “God’s law” or “common law,” and that the United States laws that existed before the “conspiracy” are the only ones to which they need to adhere. Because sovereign citizens believe official government documents that spell out their names in all capital letters refer to their “straw man,” they deny that they are the people named in court documents.

When brought into a courtroom, sovereign citizens create a real problem for the legal system. They are often disruptive, believing that their own legal system is the only legitimate one, rather than the system they are forced to appear in front of. Sovereign citizens also affect the court system by representing themselves pro se. Despite being offered public defenders, a majority of sovereign citizens choose to represent themselves pro se because they believe the United States laws are illegitimate and that the
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aid of a public defender would be of no assistance. Accordingly, sovereign citizens prefer to use their own legal language when representing themselves in court, are generally averse to accepting any plea deals, and take up a much larger amount of the courts’ time to finish cases.

C. Sovereign Citizens as “Paper Terrorists”

Sovereign citizens affect our law enforcement and legal system in two major ways: through paper filings and through physical violence. When acting out through paper filings, sovereign citizens are commonly referred to as “paper terrorists.” Strategically, these individuals attempt to inundate the court system with frivolous lawsuits seeking fictitious reparations from government administrators and officials, unfounded property liens that can tie up sales and destroy credit, and unsubstantiated ethics complaints intended to taint the reputation of lawyers and judges. Sovereign citizens have even been known to issue fraudulent documents, such as indictments and arrest warrants. They file liens against anyone who questions or refutes their claims of sovereignty in an attempt to insulate themselves from local, state, and federal rules, regulations, and laws. Essentially, sovereign citizens attempt to clog up the court system with as much paperwork as possible to obtain a favorable result due to the fact that no one wants to deal with their nuisances any longer.

One former tax prosecutor, Joseph Rillotta, said that he has seen sovereign citizens “buy a new printer because there was so much paperwork.” The volume of their filings not only clogs the courts, but also fatigues individuals into dropping their respective matters. When this transpires, the sovereign citizen community views it as a victory and further evidence that their way of doing
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things brings favorable results within the legal system. Currently, the Uniform Commercial Code does not permit court clerks to reject filings that are clearly bogus; this opens the door for sovereign citizens to file as many liens as they wish. These liens can become especially problematic because an individual might not know that a lien has been filed against him until he attempts to sell his property. Some sovereigns even go so far as to file fake tax forms that are designed to ruin an individual’s credit rating and potentially cause that individual to be audited by the Internal Revenue Service.

Aside from the negative effects laid out above, these documents are usually written in a nonsensical way. These documents or filings are written in a code-like language that judges, lawyers, and other court staff usually cannot understand. This is because sovereigns believe that if they find the right combination of words, punctuation, ink color, and timing, they can obtain anything they want.

All over the country, incidents arise from the terrorism of sovereign citizens. In New York, around April of 2010, Richard Ulloa—an alleged ringleader in the Sovereign Citizens—received several tickets during a traffic stop in the area of Rosendale. Ulloa and his followers allegedly filed a series of maritime and Uniform Commercial Code filings with amounts totaling nearly three billion dollars. The town of Rosendale brought a civil racketeering suit in federal court against Ulloa for attempting to “harass, defraud, and extort.” Ulloa was eventually convicted of federal mail fraud and sentenced to five years in federal prison.
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Another New York incident occurred in May 2011, when a police officer went to kick two squatters out of a foreclosed home.\textsuperscript{46} When the officer arrived the squatters presented him with a fake deed and homemade identification, and warned him that he just “doesn’t understand.”\textsuperscript{47} One month later, the two men filed liens against the officer, his employer, and the town of Lloyd for one hundred and thirty-five billion dollars.\textsuperscript{48} Despite being multi-billion dollar liens, the New York Department of State and other state governments accepted the liens, as the filing of the paperwork alone was enough, without verifying that the amount in question was legitimate.\textsuperscript{49}

\textbf{D. Sovereign Citizens as a Physical Threat}

Outside of “paper terrorism,” sovereign citizens present a major threat to law enforcement through physical violence.\textsuperscript{50} In July 2014, the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism (“START”) project conducted in-depth surveys with more than 175 state, local, and tribal law enforcement agencies to determine the threat of terrorism, the nature of information-sharing, and whether agencies are prepared to deal with terrorist attacks.\textsuperscript{51} “The sovereign citizen threat was the most highly ranked threat, with 86 percent of respondents agreeing or strongly agreeing that it was a serious terrorist threat.”\textsuperscript{52}

In Tallahassee, Florida, around November 2014, one sovereign citizen lit his house on fire to draw police to his safety.\textsuperscript{53} When the
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officers arrived, the citizen initiated a shootout, killing one of the officers.\textsuperscript{54} This is just one example of an incident of sovereign citizens killing police officers since the breakthrough story of Arkansas Police Officers Brandon Paudert and Bill Evans in 2010.\textsuperscript{55}

According to the START research, law enforcement officers currently perceive sovereign citizens as the biggest terrorist threat, even over the likes of Islamist extremists and patriot or militia groups.\textsuperscript{56} Despite these findings, sovereign citizens were flying under the radar until May 20, 2010.\textsuperscript{57} Arkansas Police Officers Brandon Paudert and Bill Evans were working on I-40 in West Memphis, Arkansas, when they pulled over a suspicious looking minivan with Ohio license plates.\textsuperscript{58} Jerry Kane, age 45, exited the vehicle and began arguing with the officers about the stop, resulting in a tussle.\textsuperscript{59} Jerry’s son, Joseph Kane, age 16, exited the minivan equipped with an AK-47 assault rifle and shot Officer Evans several times.\textsuperscript{60, 61} Officer Paudert took cover behind the police vehicle, but Joseph Kane chased the officer around the SUV and shot him several times in the back of the head before returning to Officer Evans to shoot him once again.\textsuperscript{62} According to a preliminary investigation, Officer Paudert was shot 11 times and died at the scene while Officer Evans was shot 14 times and died at the hospital.\textsuperscript{63}
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III. Analysis

On August 13, 2015, California Governor, Jerry Brown, signed into law a new measure designed to increase state protection from sovereign citizens and their commonly employed tactic known as “paper terrorism.”64 Currently, filing a bogus lien in California is a crime, however, once such harassing liens are filed, it takes a significant amount of time and money for the victims to get the liens removed.65 In the 1990s, California enacted legislation to provide a fast-track removal process for such bogus filings.66 This law only applied to public officials or employees, the most common victims of sovereign citizen tactics.67

The new law, California Assembly Bill No. 1267, alters the old law by repealing it and recasting it to include provisions that prohibit a person from filing or recording, or directing another to file or record, a lawsuit, lien, or other encumbrance against any person or entity, knowing that it is false, with the intent to harass the person or entity or to influence or hinder the person in discharging his or her official duties if the person is a public officer or employee.68 Any person who violates this prohibition is liable for a civil penalty not to exceed five thousand dollars.69

During the Third Reading of the Bill for Senate Analysis, it was written that the legislative intent of the bill is to “further protect Californians from paper terrorism by strengthening already existing laws.”70 The Senate discussed how the current California law allows public officers and employees to utilize a fast track removal process and how this new law will extend protection to all individuals and businesses.71 To defend against “paper terrorism,” as many as 25 states have implemented laws similar to the law California just passed.72
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On May 11, 2015, New Jersey Governor Chris Christie signed into law Assembly Bill No. 2481, which amended the requirements for the sufficiency of a financing statement and provided remedies for the victims of fraudulent filings. However, this law differs from its California counterpart in that it only protects the “real or personal property of a current or former public servant, the public servant’s immediate family or estate, a current or former federal officer or employee, or the officer’s or employee’s immediate family or estate.” By making the filing of false liens a second-degree crime, this law provides additional remedies that the California law does not. The New Jersey law adds an additional layer of protection by enjoining an individual convicted of this crime from “filing any future liens, encumbrances, or court actions against persons specified by the court,” absent court approval. Furthermore, the New Jersey law allows a victim of a fraudulent filing to take civil action against the filer, to recover at least two thousand dollars, but up to the amount of actual damages caused by the filing, as well as attorney’s fees and court costs.

While the crux of the New Jersey law is aimed at curbing false Uniform Commercial Code filings, it only provides remedies for public officials. In contrast, the California law is more
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A person commits a crime of the second degree if he files or records, or directs another to file or record, in any public record or in any private record which is generally available to the public, any document, lien, encumbrance, or court action against the real or personal property of a current or former public servant, the public servant’s immediate family or estate, a current or former federal officer or employee, or the officer’s or employee’s immediate family or estate, on account of the performance or non-performance of that public servant’s, officer’s or employee’s official duties, knowing or having reason to know that such document, lien, encumbrance, or court action is false or contains any materially false, fictitious, or fraudulent statement or representations, or with the intent to harass, hinder, defraud, retaliate against, or in any way impede the performance of that public servant’s, officer’s or employee’s duties.
expansive and provides remedies for all of its citizens alike. Many states are introducing laws that will counter the acts of the sovereign citizens, but unfortunately, most are only protecting public officials and employees.

Id. (emphasis added).

N.J. STAT. ANN. § 2A:37B-1:

Any current or former officer or employee of any federal, state, county, or other local governmental unit, including members of the Legislative Branch, Executive Branch, Judicial Branch, and all law enforcement entities, or the current or former officer’s or employee’s immediate family or estate injured by a filing or recording that relates to the performance or non-performance of the officer’s or employee’s public duties, and for which the filer does not hold a properly executed security agreement or judgment from a court of competent jurisdiction or for which the initial filer was not entitled to file the initial financing statement under N.J.S.12A:9-509 may bring a civil action against the person or entity who filed or recorded the documents. Upon a showing that a filing is false or contains any materially false, fictitious, or fraudulent statement or representations, or with the intent to harass, hinder, defraud, retaliate against, or in any way impede the performance of that officer’s or employee’s duties, the court may do any one or more of the following:

a. order the defendant to pay a sum of not less than $2000 for each fraudulent filing, or the actual damages caused by the filing or recording, whichever is greater;

b. enjoin the defendant from making any future liens, encumbrances, court actions, or claims against persons specified by the court without approval of the court;

c. award the plaintiff court costs and reasonable attorney’s fees; or

d. order any other relief as is required to clear title to the real or personal property.

Id. (emphasis added).


A person shall not file or record, or direct another to file or record, a lawsuit, lien, or other encumbrance, including a notice of lis pendens, against another person or entity knowing it is false, with the intent to harass the person or entity or to influence or hinder the person in discharging his or her official duties if the person is a public officer or employee.

Id. (emphasis added).

Current estimates put the sovereign citizen threat at around 300,000 individuals nationally. In New Jersey, sovereign citizen cases are arising at an alarming rate. In the year 2014 alone, there was an estimated 1,200 sovereign citizen cases in New Jersey. In that same year, it is estimated that there were 2,500 individuals living in New Jersey who identified as sovereign citizens.

New Jersey’s current offering of narrow remedies should be expanded to include government officials and private citizens alike. New Jersey has an enhanced need for such laws, as evidenced by the fact that there are so many court cases arising in New Jersey and so many individuals openly announcing their sovereign citizen status. Accordingly, all New Jersey citizens should be offered the appropriate protection. If the New Jersey law is expanded in a way that encompasses all citizens, like the California law, then it will have a further deterrent effect on the burdensome liens being filed. Currently, the New Jersey law provides public officials, public employees, public officers, and their families the opportunity to bring second-degree charges against persons who file such troublesome liens and to pursue a civil action for a minimum of two thousand dollars.

The New Jersey law should increase the civil penalties available from the current minimum of two thousand dollars to the increased ceiling found in California of five thousand dollars.
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This seemingly small transition to the everyday person would have an increased deterrent effect on sovereign citizen tactics. As laid out above, sovereign citizens believe they are above the law, but forcing them to pay for knowingly filing false liens can be expensive and will catch up to any individual who partakes in such action. Increased costs would add up more quickly than the costs under the current standard and would prevent more sovereign citizens from filing false liens, if for no other reason than that they can no longer afford to do so. This would inevitably save New Jersey citizens from dealing with these burdensome liens and would also clear the court dockets.

While it is too soon to analyze the degree of effectiveness, it is likely that the California law will better protect state citizens. Having higher penalties will benefit the State in two major ways: (1) it will have a heightened deterrent effect; and (2) it will make it less monetarily feasible for sovereign citizens to continue acting in the negative manner subscribed within the Bill. Furthermore, by protecting all of the citizens of California, sovereign citizens will not be granted any safe haven when filing false liens.

New Jersey Assembly Bill No. 2481 is a great start for New Jersey. The New Jersey Legislature should be applauded for criminalizing the actions taken by sovereign citizens. Their burdensome and harassing actions should carry with them criminal penalties as severe as a second-degree crime, as this provides another highly persuasive avenue to deter future behavior. The New Jersey Legislature should also be commended for attaching a future bar for individuals found guilty under this new law. New Jersey did a great job by permitting a parallel civil action to be brought alongside a criminal sanction. This new law should adequately protect all government employees and their families from the threat of paper terrorism brought on by sovereign citizens.

Any lien or encumbrance claimant who records or files, or directs another to record or file, a lawsuit, lien, or other encumbrance in violation of Section 765.010 shall be liable to the person subject to the lawsuit or the owner of the property bound by the lien or other encumbrance for a civil penalty of up to five thousand dollars ($5,000).

_Id._
IV. CONCLUSION

Overall, both bills introduced by California and New Jersey, respectively, will help protect citizens against the rising threat of sovereign citizens. California’s bill will better protect their private citizens and allow a higher monetary penalty against the “paper terrorism” employed by sovereign citizens. New Jersey’s bill makes the inappropriate behavior displayed by sovereign citizens a criminal act. Both of these bills are a step in the right direction to help curb this movement. In conclusion, New Jersey’s legislature should expand the protection currently offered to their private citizens, should increase their minimum civil penalty, and should continue to criminalize these heinous acts. These expansions in the law will further deter sovereign citizens from attempting to circumvent the court system and from destroying individuals’ lives through their counterproductive ways.